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developing and managing

while gaining new global

month.
“I am humbled that from

agreement with Taiwan’s International Cooperation

Marshall Islands we have
been able to obtain international recognition for
the vision that we have to

used as a revolving loan fund for purchasing home
The loan fund is to be managed by Marshall Islands
-

commenting on winning
the annual Seafood Chamcategory at the SeaWeb
Seafood Summit in Malta
recently.
rine Stewardship Council
(MSC) announced that
free-school caught yellow-

eco-label. The new MSC

The revolving loan fund will assist urban residents

&ISHING TENDERS
TOLD TO SLOW DOWN
Fishing vessels using Majuro lagoon were warned last

are anchored.
skipjack tuna caught with-

sions with smaller boats have also been reported.
-

“This is a very progressive step for the tuna indus-

operators should reduce speed to ‘no wake’ at 300 meters
tion when exiting the inner basin returning back to mother
-

ably caught skipjack tuna
restaurants and retailers to
increase the supply of MSC
Already new orders are
increasing for sustainably

by the globally recognized
MSC.
John West’s market

forming its supply chain to

leading the way to help ensure our oceans stay healthy
and teeming with life for

tuna is now available in 12

waters. As the new certilabeled tuna was called a

with the MSC ecolabel also
was being declared in Feb-

magnitude.

seafood retailer John West
announced a commitment
ical label for the Australian
market. Key to this partner-

John West commitment to

-

Australian market is “the
largest offering of MSClabeled canned tuna in the
world. By completely trans-

clear representation of the
end market’s commitment
as custodians and protectors
of a truly valuable marine
resource throughout centuries and the generations to

-

-

diesel to generate electricity as the share of solar-generated power increases.
ment will be signed in the near future once mutually
agreeable dates for the ceremony can be agreed.

